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Amada Colossos Resort 

The Golden Feeling of Generosity 

 
Amada Colossos Resort is a 5-star seafront resort that treats guests to a new 

philosophy of luxury holidays on the cosmopolitan island of Rhodes. Families and 

couples can look forward to the luxury of choosing between stylish guestrooms and 

indulging in a premium level of products and services, offered with the boundless 

generosity and warmth of the legendary Greek hospitality.  

 

The unbeatable sunshine and golden feeling of the Mediterranean creates a setting of 

outstanding natural beauty in Kallithea, on the east coast of Rhodes and within easy 

distance of the island’s airport and its UNESCO-protected centre and other highlights.  

 

Landscaped to blend in with its Mediterranean setting, Amada Colossos provides a 

dreamy selection of 699 rooms and 17 room types. From the subtle elegance of fully 

refurbished Sea, Side-Sea, and Hill View guestrooms, decorated with natural materials 

and modern comforts to 32 spacious suites and 5 villas with private pools a wonderful 

stay is ensured.  

 

From the thrills and spills of activity-packed family zones and 5-slide waterpark (with 

sections for toddlers, children, teens, and adults) to adult-only quarters, every need is 

being taken care of. The 140m long swimming pool features three bars and separate 

zones for swimming and relaxation. The 430m beach is laid out with sunbeds and 

gazebos, while a unique culinary experience awaits with 16 restaurants and bars dotted 

throughout the resort.  

 

Serving a rich variety of premium quality dishes and buffets, including a section 

dedicated to the traditional Greek breakfast and a children’s buffet, a main restaurant 

has been created with high quality marble and natural wood and show cooking areas. 

Situated by the swimming pool and towards the beach, 3 à-la-carte restaurants 

(Greek, Italian and Asian) offer diners an unforgettable gastronomic experience. 

Meanwhile, a Greek Kafenion serves a variety of meze, sweets and drinks, and the 

Executive Lounge adds a layer of privacy and special service for Diamond and Elite 

Collection guests.  

 

Younger guests are kept entertained by 3 Kids Clubs and a 400-capacity outdoor 

amphitheater is providing nightly entertainment from a dedicated team. And for those 

seeking absolute relaxation, the Amada Wellness Spa offers wellness services through 

a wide choice of body and facial treatments, as well as a Sauna, Hammam and Jacuzzi * 

(*operations are subject to the latest COVID-19 Health & Safety regulations).  

 

The resort also provides a choice of venues for wedding cocktails and dinner receptions, 

a Gazebo with Aegean Sea views, ideal for romantic wedding ceremonies and a 

selection of wedding packages, including support with wedding coordination and 

assistance with all related services. Whether celebrating their anniversary or planning 

the biggest day or holiday of their life, guests can enjoy their dream wedding and 

honeymoon at Amada Colossos. 
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Two collections, each offering an exquisite level of Ultra All-Inclusive luxury, have been 

designed to fulfil holiday dreams -Gold Ultra All-Inclusive and Diamond Ultra All-

Inclusive - while an exclusive set of suites is available on Elite Collection bed and 

breakfast. From a carefree experience in every detail, to a premium level of personalized 

comfort, Amada Colossos invites guests to explore a golden world of generosity offered 

with the warmth of a staff ready to make you feel completely at home.  

 

 

- Safety Note –  

 
In our generous world, your relaxation and peace of mind are a priority. The Amada 

experience is enhanced with rigorous measures, protocols, and practices for a relaxed 

and safe stay. From check-in to check out, health and safety procedures are in place 

throughout all the premises and operations of Amada Colossos Resort.  

 

As the outbreak is still evolving in unpredictable ways, we are obliged to follow all the 

updated developments from the Greek Government Health Authorities regarding the 

Health and Safety protocols that will apply in 2021. Since this is a fluid situation, we will 

keep you updated with the latest operations procedures once they are taking place.  

Find more about everything that ensures your carefree summer escape here. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://amadacolossosresort.com/generous-world-authenticity-and-peace-mind

